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My ideal home
As a final year student, you will be asked to explore the potential 
of your imagination, through a series of abstract and pragmatic 

exercises. It will include the production of space representations 
under our guidance and more traditional investigations of xisting 
housing schemes - historical and contemporary. The final output 

of the semester is a unit, or a significant part of it, with an indepth 
investigation of the immaterial qualities of architecture
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03 A place for myself



Material exploration: 

The concepete is bookshelves though I use timber 
to build it, then compared with the other material, 
concrete is the best material combine with timber, 
color of these two material is natural. The texture of 
them will changed by time, the house will also changed 
by time, in another word, the house will glow old with 
me.

In my memory, there are lots of books in the room, I spent most of my time in my room and 
gadern behind my home. Me, green grass, space for us

Space filled with sunshine and combined with bookshelves.

Both of them 
has shallow 

texture which 
can changed 

by time

Color is too strong to 
fit the timber, and the 

shape similar with 
bookshelves

Texture of stone is  will 
not changed by time

Concept Drawing

Memory of Home

Preliminary Research



Step1: Function in space

Arrange in horizental
The idea of my idea house is combined with basic function space and leisure spaces, 

Firstly arrange basic space in a shape to give it is own feeling,based on a picture 
named composition 8 draw by Kandinsky.  Then adjust them for some features a real 

house needs

Arrange in virtical
Combined them together, leisure spaces created in process, 

 the ajustment also based on the feeling from my drawing before.

Function arranged in shape Arrange circulation Rotate buildings for light 
demands

Bed room with garden

Study area with a Bathrom 
and small movie room

Living room and kitchen

Garden is hided behind my 
bedroom

Seperated by circulation

Seperate by crculation and 
connected by window  

Bed room is a place to enjoyin 
nightfall, so turn to Southwest. 

Let the corridor face to south, 
then I can feel sunshine when 

I feel tired

The living room face to 
south to get enough 

sunshine

Construct relationship 
between spaces

Gadern is a place only for 
myself, thus it is a pravite 

space for my spirit

Bathroom and study area is 
two space which is totally 
different with each other

Kitchen need to be seperate 
with living room while 

everything in public space 
needs to be connected

First: place all the 
function shape 
together

Second: Arrange 
the circulation

Third: Get the 
elevation

Roof: Begin of 
ecerything, use circle to 
Create different kind of 
shadow

Second floor: 
Sleeping area.
Bed with Roof gadern.

First floor:
Study space
Two kinds of circulation

Ground floor: 
Public space
people can see all of 
the others in this space.

Step 2: Get the elevation Step3: place shape in elevation

Design Philosophy

It is a pity that Kandinsky failed to express his feeling for space in virtical, just  express 
his feeling in  horizential. After use some small models to research, I draw this collage 

as the precedent drawing for my ideal home.
This project wants to realize the original aim of this picture. 
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A big bathtub behind the 
beautiful shadow created by 
timber provide enjoyable time 
for owner

Curtain is a way for people to 
control the sunshine inside

Stair  not  only  the path 
for people, but path for 
sunshine

Beautiful shape created 
by space will shown in the 
wall which is changable by 
season , by day and second.
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Role: intern architect

My task is to provide design opinions, organize ideas,do 
3D model, and some research and analysis  space, some 

advise about material

Perforated 
aluminum ceiling

Grey lacquered 
glass

Carpet Black lacquered 
glass

wood Lacquered metal 
plate


